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ABSTRACT

Areas adjacent to marinas frequently have elevated counts of fecal coliform bacteria.

Although the bacteria themselves may not be harmful, they indicate the presence of feces from

warm-blooded animals which may contain other pathogens.  Bivalve shellfish, such as oysters

and clams, filter feed thereby concentrating these pathogens in their tissue, and posing a potential

health threat to consumers.  For this reason, North Carolina automatically closes marina waters

for shellfishing, and sets the closure boundary based on a formula that includes the marina type

and the number of boat slips.  Though the boundary delineation has been generally successful, it

fails to include other parameters recommended by national guidelines.  With increasing shoreline

marina development, the current method may be challenged by the different stakeholders causing

conflicts with regulators.  Therefore, in collaboration with the North Carolina Shellfish

Sanitation Section, I recommend a more comprehensive formula that will adequately protect

human health, and also maximize areas open to shellfishing.  This formula was developed by

examining the effectiveness of numerous other state policies, and it was tested using North

Carolina marina examples.  In addition, it includes parameters for which actual data exist, or uses

realistic assumptions in an attempt to avoid overly conservative closure areas.
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INTRODUCTION

Increasing development and population growth along the North Carolina coast have

resulted in elevated levels of fecal coliform bacteria in estuarine surface waters (White et al.

1999).  Fecal coliform are used as indicators of other pathogens that may be present in fecal

matter (DCM 1994).  Bivalve shellfish are filter feeders that pump water across their gills to

obtain oxygen and food, including suspended phytoplankton and other organic particles.  In

doing so, pathogens present in the water can become concentrated in tissue.  While this does not

harm the shellfish, it can threaten human health if people consume shellfish raw or partially

cooked.  Potential diseases from eating contaminated meat include hepatitis A, typhoid, and

cholera, although the more recent Norwalk-like stomach virus outbreaks are most common

(Wiggins 2002).  Consequently, regulators establish closure polices for shellfishing waters to

protect human health.

Fecal coliform contamination also has negative consequences on the shellfish industry,

because closing productive harvest waters jeopardizes many shellfishermen’s jobs.  In North

Carolina, there are approximately 2 million acres of salt and freshwater areas (not including

inland waters) for shellfishing, of which 364,024 acres were closed in 2001 (Brooks 2002).  For

bivalve shellfish in North Carolina, the estimated ex-vessel value at the docks was approximately

8 million dollars in 2001 (DMF 2001).  The hard clam, Mercenaria mercenaria comprises the

majority of North Carolina’s molluscan shellfishery.  The fishery has important commercial

value, so decreasing open acreage will reduce landings.  Additionally, a study found that the

social implications from closures can be significant over time, as this industry has persisted

through many family generations (Corridore 2001).  The challenge for policy makers has been to

try to balance the human health aspect of shellfish consumption with the shellfishermen’s

livelihood.

Since marinas have historically been identified as a major source of fecal contamination

(DCM 1991), current policies have specific provisions to guide in their management.  The

primary reason marinas are considered a major source of fecal matter, is due to the assumption

that some boat owners illegally discharge their head (onboard toilet) in marina waters.  Other

important sources of fecal coliform include wildlife (Kirby-Smith 1994), domestic animals,

malfunctioning septic systems or sewage treatment facilities, and runoff (Mallin et al. 2000).
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Scientists are uncertain about the relative fecal colifom contribution of these other sources,

which makes it difficult for the respective state and county departments to regulate.  Marinas are

typically associated with these sources since the boat owner’s food attract wildlife, boat owners

bring their pets to the docks, shoreline houses near marinas may have old septic systems, and

marinas generally have a lot of impervious surface.  Consequently, regulation of marina waters

also accounts for the contribution of the other local sources.

Currently, North Carolina automatically closes marina waters based on a method that

includes the marina type and the number of boat slips.  Although a study showed that in a

particular marina the closure was not sufficient to protect human health and in another marina

the closure was too large (Ott 1992), Shellfish Sanitation Section (SSS) believes the system is

successful, since the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) inspections have approved the

method in the past.  However, the current method has no scientific justification, and it fails to

consider other parameters recommended by national guidelines.  With increasing shoreline

marina development, the current North Carolina method may be challenged by developers and

shellfishermen.  To minimize potential future problems, this master’s project report presents a

formula for shellfish area boundary delineation that is more consistent with national

recommendations, and considers North Carolina’s natural conditions and governance structure.

The formula also aims to meet SSS’s goal of protecting health, while also maximizing the areas

open to shellfishing.
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BACKGROUND

In this background section, I review fecal coliform bacteria threats, federal and North

Carolina shellfish sanitation regulations, other related water quality and development regulations,

the affected constituents, and the marinas targeted by a closure change.

Fecal Coliform Bacteria

Fecal coliform are a group of bacteria living in the intestines of warm-blooded animals,

some of which aid in food digestion.  The most common member is Escherichia coli (E. coli),

which is generally harmless, but does have pathogenic strains.  Fecal coliform bacteria counts are

currently used to assess water quality, since they indicate that fecal matter is present.  Though the

bacteria may not be pathogenic, the indication of feces suggests the possible presence of other

bacterial and viral pathogens.  These other pathogens do not affect the shellfish, but they pose a

potential health threat to humans who consume raw or under cooked shellfish.  Some examples

of diseases traced to consumption of shellfish are typhoid fever, cholera, hepatitis A, salmonella

poisoning, and Norwalk-like virus.

Fecal coliform bacterial transport and persistence in water bodies depends on physical

and chemical conditions such as flow (dilution), sunlight, salinity, temperature, nutrient

availability, sediments, and predators (DEM 1994).  One example that influences the survival of

bacteria is the affect of sunlight, where studies have shown that after four hours of direct and

indirect exposure, the number of colonies is reduced by 99% (Fujioka et al. 1981).  These studies

suggest that, unlike other pollutants such as nutrients and pesticides, fecal coliform bacteria are a

local problem.

Shellfish Sanitation Regulations

Federal

Awareness of the need for shellfish sanitation regulations arose after the 1924 outbreak of

typhoid fever in New York, Chicago, and Washington D.C. that was traced to sewage-polluted

oysters (ISSC-FDA 1997).  The 1,500 cases and 150 associated deaths alarmed the local and

state public health officials, leading them to request the Surgeon General of the U.S. Public

Health Service to establish safety standards for shellfish consumption.  A conference convened a
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year later, with representatives from state and municipal health authorities, state conservation

commissions, the Public Health Service and its Bureau of Chemistry (now the FDA), the Bureau

of Commercial Fisheries (now National Marine Fisheries Service), and the shellfish industry.

They created the National Shellfish Sanitation Program (NSSP) to provide technical and

coordinating assistance to states in order to help them administer their specific programs.

The NSSP is a cooperative program involving state agencies, the shellfish industry, and

the FDA.  The FDA established broad guidelines in the NSSP Manual of Operations, and the

states adopted and implemented these regulations.  The Office of Seafood in the FDA has the

authority to implement the NSSP, and to ensure compliance of all programs with the federal

Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1938.  Sections 402 and 403 of this Act relate to shellfish

sanitation, because they discuss adulterated or poisonous foods and misbranding respectively

(FDA 2002).  Another FDA responsibility is to inspect the state shellfish regulatory programs

and shellfish processing plants.  Based on their evaluation, the FDA publishes the Interstate

Certified Shellfish Shippers List that identifies states that have met the NSSP guidelines.

Although NSSP participation is voluntary, the FDA can restrict interstate commerce if the state

rules do not comply with federal requirements (Hesselman 2002).

Even though the FDA revised the Manual of Operations periodically, many state shellfish

regulatory agencies began questioning NSSP’s federal leadership, as well as the uniformity and

effectiveness of the state programs.  In 1982, state officials from 22 states met in Maryland and

formed the Interstate Shellfish Sanitation Conference (ISSC) with the goal of devising uniform

national guidelines, and interstate exchange of safe shellfish information.  In 1984, the FDA

entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with ISSC formalizing their relationship, and

establishing the ISSC as a federal-state-industry cooperative body.  ISSC meets annually and

makes recommendations to FDA which if approved, update the NSSP guidelines.  With the

FDA’s assistance, the ISSC drafted the Model Ordinance replacing the Manual of Operations,

but still retained many of its original principles (ISSC-FDA 1997).

Chapter IV of the Model Ordinance outlines the sanitary survey requirements, provides

growing area classifications, establishes bacteriological standards, and defines and sets marina

rules (ISSC 1999).  The sanitary survey, which is updated through the triennial reevaluation,

determines the appropriate growing area classification by conducting a shoreline and

bacteriological water survey.  The survey also considers the effects of meteorological,
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hydrodynamic, and geographic characteristics on the growing area.  The possible classifications

which are based on specific criteria include:

(a) approved,
(b) conditionally approved,
(c) conditionally restricted,
(d) restricted, and
(e) prohibited.

The shoreline survey considers all environmental factors, including actual and potential pollution

sources which could impact water quality in shellfish growing areas.  The bacteriological

standards for an approved classification require 30 samples with a minimum of five samples a

year, and the Most Probable Number (MPN) of colonies cannot exceed 14 per 100 mL.  The

FDA approved method to determine MPN is the multiple-tube fermentation technique (APHA et.

al 1995).

The Model Ordinance defines a marina as “any water area with a structure (docks, basin,

floating docks, etc.) which is:

(a) used for docking or otherwise mooring vessels, and
(b) constructed to provide temporary or permanent docking space for more than 10

boats”.

The rationale behind picking this numerical value is unclear, but since the first draft of NSSP’s

Manual of Operations, the rule has not been challenged and consequently, no revisions have been

made.  The document also recommends that shellfish growing areas within or adjacent to any

marina be classified as:

(a)  Conditionally approved;
 (b)  Conditionally restricted; or
 (c)  Prohibited.

Additionally, the report suggests using some analysis to determine impact on adjacent waters and

to aid in proper classification.  The analysis is based on the volume of the water body and it

should incorporate:

(a)  Slip occupancy rate for the marina (# or % of slips occupied);
(b)  An actual or assumed rate of boats which will discharge untreated waste (# or %);
(c)  An occupancy rate for a boat (# of people per boat);
(d)  A 2x109 fecal coliform (FC) discharge per person per day (Geldreich et al 1962); and
(e)  The assumption that the wastes are completely mixed in the volume of water in and
around the marina.
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Prior to the Model Ordinance, the FDA Guidelines recommended a formula utilizing

some of the above parameters (FDA 1989), and assuming an occupancy of 2 people per boat.

The dilution volume required to meet the bacteriological standard is calculated using assumed or

available marina data.  Next, the volume is used to calculate the required closure area and the

radius.  The closure is a half circle measured from the shoreline (Figure 1).  Most states have

adopted variations of this formula since the FDA allows flexibility to meet specific state needs.

)min  (area    
angle) /shoreline(360

    (m) Radius

)L/m m)(1,000in depth (water 
L)in  (volume

    )(m Area

mL/L) 1,000FC/100mL)( (14
)day person discharge FC)(2x10boat people of slips)(#boat  of (#

    (L) Volume

2
o

3
2

-1-19-1

×=

=

=

π

Figure 1.  FDA Formula Closure of 500 Feet

North Carolina

North Carolina is part of the NSSP and ISSC, so the state rules are in accordance with the

Model Ordinance.  The North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources

(NCDENR), Division of Environmental Health (DEH), SSS wrote section .0900 rules of Title

15A (DEH 1993), which the Commission of Health Services approved.  SSS adopted this
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regulation in 1989 and revised it in 1993.  The rule defines a marina as having more than 10

boats similar to NSSP’s definition, but North Carolina added a provision excluding docking

facilities with less than 30 slips, having no boats over 24 feet in length, no boats with heads, and

no boats with cabins.

As a precaution, the rule automatically classifies marinas as prohibited for shellfishing.

Instead of using the FDA formula to determine the closure boundary and the classification of the

adjacent waters, the areas are prohibited within and beyond the marina based on the number of

slips and the type of marina.  The two types of marinas are 1) closed, which means it is

constructed in areas with restricted tidal flow, and 2) open, where tidal currents are not “impeded

by natural or man-made barriers”.  Since marina waters are flushed in an open system, pathogens

in the water are diluted resulting in smaller closures (Table 1).  Open system marinas exceeding

100 slips, require an additional 25 feet for each 25 slips, while a closed system marina exceeding

100 slips requires 50 feet for each 25 slips.

Table 1.  Size of Prohibited Area (ft)

Number of Slips Open System Closed System
11-25 100 200
26-50 150 275
51-75 175 325
76-100 200 400

The marina policy also differentiates between commercial marinas and private or

residential marinas.  Commercial marinas have boats belonging to individuals who commute

from other locations, while private or residential marinas are associated with a subdivision or

housing development.  For closed system private or residential marinas with more than 75 slips,

the prohibited area determined above is used or 100 feet outside the entrance canal, whichever is

greater.  In a closed system commercial marina with more than 50 boats, the area determined

above is used or 100 feet outside the entrance canal, whichever is greater.

In an open system, SSS sets the closure by measuring the required length from the

farthest extents of the docks in each direction (right, left, and out into the channel), and then

connects the lines.  The shape of the closure varies depending on the shoreline angle, but it is

usually a rectangle.  Figure 2 demonstrates a 500 feet closure determination.  In a closed system,

SSS sets the closures by measuring the distance from the farthest dock closest to the mouth, and
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then extends the remaining length in all three directions.  Once again, the shape of the closure is

set by connecting the lines (Figure 3).  The closure includes the waters inside the mouth, as well

as the determined closure outside.

            Figure 2.  North Carolina Open System Closure of 500 Feet

          Figure 3.  North Carolina Closed System Closure of 500 Feet

Finally, SSS uses the following formula in marinas with live aboards to make sure the

prohibited area is sufficient.
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ft)in depth )(water (
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The rule also includes a cumulative impacts provision to account for the effects of

multiple marinas, entrance canals, or other mooring areas (small docking facilities included) in

close proximity.  Close proximity is determined if:

(a)  Marina entrance canals within 225 feet of each other;
(b)  Open system marinas within 450 feet of each other (mooring areas or docking
facilities are considered open system marinas);
(c)  Where closure areas meet or overlap; and
(d)  Open system marinas within 300 feet of a marina entrance canal.

In the past few years, there has been a proliferation in the number of smaller docking facilities,

which are not classified as marinas so do not cause the automatic closure in shellfishing waters.

The marina closure boundary applies if these docking facilities are within 450 feet of each other,

or if they are within 300 feet of a marina entrance canal.

Although the SSS has the responsibility to classify the shellfishing waters, they only

recommend unsuitable harvest areas to the Division of Marine Fisheries (DMF), who has the

authority to close an area by posting a proclamation.  Similarly, DMF can also open an area once

the necessary bacteriological tests analyzed by SSS show that the waters are safe.  The DMF

marine patrol officers label the closure areas with on-land markers, and sometimes with buoys or

channel markers in the water.  Interested citizens and shellfishermen can pick up closure maps,

or call the divisions for updated closure information.

Other Related Regulations

Water Quality

Since marinas negatively affect water quality, water regulations are very relevant.  In

1948, Congress drafted the Water Pollution Control Act with the goal of eliminating or reducing

pollution in our waters, and improving sanitary conditions of surface and underground waters.  In

1972, the Clean Water Act (CWA) was enacted and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

was selected to administer the Act.  The CWA aims to restore and maintain the chemical,

physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s waters.  The integrity of waters generally means

the protection of all its current best uses.  Section 303 (c)(2)(A) of the CWA requires states to set
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standards, designate uses, and adopt regulations to ensure the best use of the water is met.  If a

particular water body fails to meet the standards for its intended use, the states must place them

on the 303D list, which is given to the EPA and restorative measures must be taken to improve

its impaired status.

The North Carolina Division of Water Quality (DWQ) within NCDENR is responsible

for classifying all state fresh and salt waters.  The salt water designations include: SC for aquatic

life propagation/protection and secondary recreation, SB for primary recreation and SC uses, and

SA for commercial shellfishing (DWQ 2002).  SB and SC designated waters cannot have SSS

classification, and are therefore prohibited to shellfishing.  Some areas with land use changes

(such as removal of sewage outfalls) have resulted in upgrading to the SA designation, however,

such modifications are rare.

Boat regulations related to sewage are important to marina water quality and shellfish

sanitation.  Section 1322 of the CWA prohibits discharge of boat heads within navigable state

waters.  Nevertheless, SSS believes that illegal dumping within marinas occurs due to the

inconvenience to boat owners of searching for marinas with pumpout stations, and the difficulty

of enforcement.  Congress enacted the Clean Vessel Act in 1992 as a possible solution, by

providing states with funds to construct, renovate, and maintain pumpout stations.  The U.S.

Coast Guard has the authority to enforce the CWA, as well as to set standards for the marine

sanitation devices (MSD) for all installed heads in boats build since 1977 (CLII 2002).  Type I

MSDs treat sewage so discharged effluent meet specified standards for bacteria content, and

contain no visible floating solids.  Type II MSDs must meet higher standards of sewage

treatment, but are installed only on larger boats.  Finally, Type III MSDs retain sewage for shore-

based disposal, or discharge beyond the three mile offshore limit.

Development

Marina development regulations also attempt to protect shellfish sanitation by setting

limitations, and requiring development permits.  In 1972, Congress passed the Coastal Zone

Management Act (CZMA), and designated the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration to administer this law by setting guidelines for coastal land and water uses.

Although the Act is voluntary, states receive federal funding if their coastal management plan

coincides with the requirements of CZMA.  In response, North Carolina enacted the Coastal
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Area Management Act (CAMA) in 1974.  CAMA created the Coastal Resource Commission

(CRC) who is tasked with designating Areas of Environmental Concern, and establishing

regulations to control development in these areas.  The Division of Coastal Management within

NCDENR, implements these rules by issuing permits for marina development.

Under CRC rules, a marina is also defined as having more than 10 boats, and in order for

the marina to receive a CAMA permit, it must meet the general rules for coastal wetlands,

estuarine waters, and public trust areas.  The rules specify that a marina “may not be located

within areas where shellfish harvest for human consumption is a significant use,” and a permit

may be denied if the proposed marina will cause closure of an approved shellfishing areas.  For

any permit to be issued, both DWQ and SSS must approve the project by considering all the

impacts.

Affected Constituents

The recommended marina closure formula will change the current shellfish closure areas

(making them either larger or smaller), impacting different stakeholders.  The development

industry may be affected, since the marina permitting process will consider the closures set by

the recommended formula for any proposed marina.  However, development is inevitable so

marinas may permanently close productive areas.  New closures, as well as a possible increase in

current marina closures from the recommended formula, may have a direct economic impact on

commercial harvesters, shellfish dealers, restaurants, and fish markets.  Though the formula

attempts to ameliorate these concerns and some closures may actually be decreased by the

recommended formula, there will be a transition while the shellfishermen adjust to the changing

closures.  Additionally, coastal North Carolina has a large tourist industry, with recreational

shellfishermen and boaters playing an important role in local economies.  Closure shifts may also

upset these individuals.  Finally, new closures surrounding marinas will require additional work

for SSS and DMF staff for making new maps, and setting the new closures.

Target Marinas

If implemented, the recommended formula will only affect new marinas and current

marinas within or adjacent to approved shellfishing waters.  There are currently 64 marinas in the

latter category since the rest of North Carolina’s marinas (approximately 300) are surrounded by
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waters prohibited to shellfishing due to high bacteriological counts.  A closure boundary is

unnecessary for marinas in already prohibited waters, unless the marinas are close to approved

areas and the closures may extend into these waters.  The recommended formula may be applied

to other marinas if the water quality in that area improves, resulting in an approved classification.

Conversely, if the water quality in the currently approved waters declines requiring a prohibited

classification, the formula will no longer be applicable.
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METHODOLOGY

In developing the marina closure formula, I first considered information available for

North Carolina marinas.  I then evaluated the effectiveness of other state marina policies, and

chose three states to compare with the current North Carolina method, the recommended North

Carolina formula, and the FDA formula.  Six North Carolina marinas served as examples in the

application of the formulas.

Review of North Carolina Data

SSS’s main concern with using a formula to set the closure boundaries is that it may be

too conservative, resulting in closure areas larger than necessary.  They point to states that use

numerous conservative assumptions, which they argue makes the analysis weaker than their

current system.  Though their main objective is to protect human health, SSS wants a formula

with a scientific backing (lacking in their current system), but one that is also relatively realistic.

In an attempt to minimize assumptions, I first investigated the data available in order to select the

parameters for the formula.

In the classification process, state sanitary surveyors gather individual marina

information, and record the data on the Marina Field Data Entry Form (See Appendix A).  The

information of interest for the formula (obtained from these forms) were the number of boats >24

feet or boats with heads, the average summer and winter usage, the marina type, and the presence

or absence of a pumpout station.  Next, I looked at the water sampler data sheets and obtained

the depth of the marina waters.  SSS also has the marinas as a layer in ArcView, which I used to

estimate the channel width.  Finally, SSS staff answered any other questions not readily available

from the data sheets, such as the marina development type.

Examination of Other State Policies

Though each state has different marina conditions and regulations, portions of their

formulas were appropriate for North Carolina.  Initially, I wanted to target only those states with

a similar shellfish industry and shoreline development as North Carolina’s, but that approach

limited my search to only a few states.  Therefore, I decided to target the Gulf and Atlantic coast

shellfish-producing states, and obtained information from eleven states through personal
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communication with state shellfish managers.  The data for shellfish landings are from 2001

since that is the most current published information (NMFS 2001).  The following state formulas

are in order, ranging from states that adopted minor derivation of the FDA equation (page 6), to

the more complex formulas.

Mississippi/Louisiana

Both Mississippi and Louisiana use the same formula.  Mississippi has a 4-million-dollar

shellfish industry dominated by the eastern oyster.  Louisiana’s shellfish industry is

approximately 28 million dollars, and the eastern oyster is also the primary commercial bivalve.

Since most of the marinas are adjacent to already prohibited areas, both states use the

conservative FDA equation.  However, instead of assuming that all the slips are occupied, the

surveyors visit the marinas during peak season to obtain actual slip occupancy.

Georgia

Georgia’s shellfish industry is only valued at 200 thousand dollars and is mainly

composed of the hard clam.  Georgia uses the FDA formula, but only counts boats with heads.

As in Mississippi and Louisiana, this formula results in very large closures.

Maine

The bivalve shellfish industry in Maine is worth 28 million dollars and is dominated by

the soft shell clam.  Maine considers boats >24 feet either with live aboards or onboard heads.

Of these boats, they assume that only 75% are occupied at any time.  The managers shape the

closure using their judgment to ensure that the appropriate area is closed.

)min depth water ()FC/m 000,140(
)day person discharge FC)(2x10boat people 2occupied)( 5boats)(0.7 of (#

    )(m Area
3

-1-1 9-1
2 =

Rhode Island

The hard clam is the main commercial shellfish, but the entire state industry brings in 10

million dollars a year.  Although Rhode Island has a no-discharge zone policy with enforcement

by the local harbor master, marine patrol, and Coast Guard volunteers, the FDA still requires

closures around marinas.  Rhode Island uses the FDA recommended formula (page 6), but
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assumes 30% of the boats at the marina are >25 feet (slip occupancy of boats with heads), and

only 10% of these boats are occupied.

Florida

Florida’s industry is worth 9 million dollars, dominated by the hard clam and the eastern

oyster.   The oysters are mostly harvested from the wild, but the clam harvests are mainly from

leased or farmed bottoms.  To maintain a safe water quality level and protect the state

aquaculture industry, marina development is limited near leased waters.  Most marinas are

already in prohibited areas due to historically high bacteriological counts, so the Florida formula

is used to make sure the marina closure does not extend into approved areas (DACS 2001).  The

closure is a half circle and it considers the angle of the shoreline.  In closed systems, the radius is

set from the mouth of the marina entrance for large marinas, but the closure may be just at the

mouth if the marina is small and the volume of the prohibited area is enough to meet the

bacteriological standards.  Also, if two marinas are next to each other, they can be treated as one,

as determined by the regulatory agency.  Finally, since the Atlantic side of Florida is influenced

by 2 tidal cycles a day, a dilution is incorporated in the formula.  The dilution does not have a

scientific basis, but it acts to decrease the volume of the closure.  On the Gulf side where there is

only one tidal cycle a day, no dilution is used.

)ftin depth p)(water (
ft)in  umeangle)(vol shoreline/360(

    (ft) Radius

)day cycles  tidalof )(#mL/ft mL)(28,316 FC/100 14(
)day person discharge FC )(2x10boat people slips)(2boat  of (#

    )(ft Volume

o

1-3

-1-19-1
3

=

=

New Jersey

Unlike other states in my evaluation, New Jersey defines a marina as having 5 or more boats.

The state shellfish industry was valued at 79 million dollars in 2001, with the sea scallop and the

Atlantic surf clam as the main harvests.  Since the industry is so large, this formula is used only

for marinas that are already in prohibited areas to ensure that the marina closure does not extend

past the already established closure boundaries.  For marinas in or next to approved areas, New

Jersey uses the Virginia computer model (page 18).  If the closure established by the New Jersey

formula falls on land, the coastline is used to trace an irregular shape.  When there is no
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information available, the formula assumes that 50% of the slips are occupied, and 50% of the

boats are occupied.

ft/m) (3.28 
)day  tides)(2m/ft)( 3048.0)(ftin depth water )(FC/m (140,000

angle) /shorelineslips)(360 of )(0.25boat people 2)(day person discharge FC (2x10
  (ft) Radius  

1-3

o-1-1-19

×=
π

South Carolina

South Carolina’s shellfish industry dominated by the hard clam and the eastern oyster, is

valued at approximately 3 million dollars.  The marina closure formula assumes that 50% of the

boats will be occupied and 50% of the occupied boats will discharge.  The managers still believe

this is conservative since not all boats have heads on them (so they do not add to the bacteria

levels), and the formula does not consider tidal influence which dilutes the bacteria.  For

permitting new marinas where boat information is unavailable, South Carolina uses the number

of slips.  In cases where a closed system marina or a marina addition is being considered, the

developers can hire consultants to develop more complex and accurate models.  These models

have to be approved by the state regulators prior to permitting.

ft)in depth ft)(water in  width (channel

)ftin  (volume
    (ft)Length 

)mL/ft mL)(28,316 FC/100 14(

discharge) 0.50occupied)( 0boats)(0.5 of )(#day person discharge FC )(2x10boat people (2
    )(ft Volume

3

3

-1-19-1
3

=

=

Connecticut

The shellfish industry in Connecticut is 19 million dollars and it is mainly composed of

hard clam aquaculture.  Connecticut has a complex system of boat owner interviews that include

information such as the amount of time spent at the dock and the type of MSD.  A marina form is

also completed; it includes information on the facilities and sleepover or live aboards.  In their

formula, Connecticut includes only those boats >23 feet with a cabin or an assumed MSD, and

with person(s) onboard five hours or longer in a year while the boat is in the marina.

Volume (ft3)  =  (100% - (T)) (B) (V)

Where:  T  =  total % allowance for volume reduction
  B  =  # of occupied boats with heads
  V  =  volume in ft3 required to dilute 2x109 fecal coliform discharge per person per day 
           to the appropriate bacteriological standard (1.02x106 ft3 for approved area -14 
           FC/100 mL and 1.6x105 ft3 for restricted-relay/depuration area - 88 FC/100 mL).
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The following are used to reduce the volume:  available onshore toilet facilities (15%), pumpout

facilities (15%), marina contract prohibiting discharge (15%), discharge prevention program

(30%), and no-discharge zone (20%).

New York

New York’s shellfish industry brought in 22 million dollars in 2001 and was dominated

by the hard clam.  Since the state has a substantial industry and most of their marinas are in

approved waters, New York’s formula considers many parameters in order to capture the real

marina conditions so that closures will not be larger than necessary.  Unlike the other states, New

York considers flow which causes dilution.  The formula gives the area, which the regulators

then shape to fit the shoreline, and may even bulge out the area in the direction of flow.  The

following parameters are used:

1. A survey in the 1980s and 1990s around the country found that for a given weekend, 

boat occupancy is well below 50%, so New York uses this assumption if no other data is

available.

2. If the marina has bathroom facilities, the formula assumes 75% of the people will use

shore-side facilities.

3. The formula assumes 80% of boats with MSDs have type 3 and 20% have type 1.  Boats

with MSD 2 are mostly commercial and larger, so they are not considered at these

marinas.  MSD 1 and 2 are not being used much anymore, since partially treated sewage

and chlorine (which may inhibit larval growth) are deemed as harmful as untreated waste.

4. The formula assumes 25% of boats with MSD 3 will use pumpout stations if available.

5. The formula uses the FDA standard of 2 people per boat, and 2x109 fecal coliform

discharge per person per day for MSD 3 systems.

6. Properly operating MSD 1 systems that grind and chlorinate the waste, release less fecal

coliform.  The estimated fecal coliform discharge per person per day is 1x105 for MSD 1

systems.

7. A flow of 0.05 (304 ft/hr) or 0.1 (608 ft/hr) knot is used in the formula for marinas

exposed to a current, and a16-hour day is assumed to account for slack tides.  The real
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conditions are approximately one knot maximum flow, and 2 hours of slack tides, so the

formula assumptions are fairly conservative.

8. The formula assumes only boats >26 feet have MSDs when it is impossible to determine

head types by visual inspection.

9. Depth (high tide minus low tide) and channel width used in the formula are estimated

using ArcView.

day)per  onsft)(dilutiin depth er /acre)(watft 560,43)(mL/ft mL)(28,300 FC/100 14(
rate) (loading

  (acres) Area
23

=

Where:  Loading rate uses assumptions 1 through 6 and
              Dilutions per day  =  (16 hours day-1) / (dilutions per hour)

  Dilutions per hour  =  (channel width in ft) / (average flow in ft/hr)

Virginia

The Virginia shellfish industry is valued at 48 million dollars and the main harvested

bivalve is the sea scallop.  Virginia uses the Simple Mixing and Transport Model developed by

the Virginia Institute of Marine Science (Hamrick et al 1989).  Prior to this model, Virginia used

a method similar to North Carolina’s current system, but the policy came under criticism as

lacking a rigorous scientific basis.  The new model gives an area closure that is usually elliptical

to account for the flow direction of the channel.  The computer model requires the following

inputs:

1. (2.3x104 FC/second)(assumes 2 people per boat)(# of slips or boats depending on

available data)(30% boat occupancy if no other data available)(assumes 15% discharge).

2. Mean water depth (m) is obtained either from navigation or topographic charts.

3. Maximum ebb current (m/second) is obtained either from current tables or is calculated.

4. Mass transport velocity (m/second)  =  net freshwater discharge (m3/second) divided by

cross sectional area of stream (m2).  The discharge is obtained from tables of 15-day high

flows for estuaries or tributaries, or it is calculated.

5. Stream width (m) is obtained from navigation or topographic maps.

6. Decay rate coefficient (FC die off/second)  =  (0.5/day / 1.01(20- T))(1.16x10-5 day/second)

            Where T = water temperature in degrees Celsius.

               =  4.1x10-6 FC die off/second for 15?C
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          =  5.8x10-6 FC die off/second for 20?C

Development of North Carolina Formula

The information available for the development of a marina closure formula included:  1)

the number of slips, 2) the number of boats with heads, 3) summer and winter occupancy, 4)

depth of water in marina, 5) width of channel, 6) type of development (commercial or

residential), 7) presence of pumpout, 8) type of marina (open or closed), and 9) presence of

bathroom facilities.  The assumptions required by the FDA are 2 people per boat, 2x102 fecal

coliform discharged per person per day, and a water quality standard of 14 fecal coliform/100

ml.

The marina occupancy, boat occupancy, discharge rate per person per day, and assumed

discharge were used to estimate fecal coliform loading.  Only the number of boats with heads

was used for marina occupancy.  Since this information exists, I didn’t have to assume a set

percentage for every marina as is the case in Maine.  To assume a worst case scenario, the

formula used summer boat occupancy.  The percent of the occupied boats assumed to discharge

was also used as in South Carolina and New York.  South Carolina simply assumes 50% of the

boats will discharge, while New York uses the presence of pumpout and shore-side facilities to

estimate assumed percent discharge.  For North Carolina, I used the development type and

pumpout information to define percent discharge (Table 2).  Conversations with SSS staff and

data from a boat owner survey were used to validate the assumptions (Kirby-Smith et al. 2003).

Table 2.  Discharge Assumptions

Type of Marina Discharge (%)
Residential with pumpout 25
Residential without pumpout 50
Commercial with pumpout 50
Commercial without pumpout 75

Though a few states consider tidal influence in bacterial dilution, there does not seem to

be a technical basis for these values.  In North Carolina (Figure 3), only the lower half of the

state inlets (south of Cape Lookout), and the seaward side of the outer banks are influenced by

tides.  The western Pamlico Sound tide is only caused by wind.  The large, shallow water body

greatly reduces the influence of the lunar tides (Luettich et al 2002).  I considered modeling tide
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and wind influences on dilution, but SSS did not want a complex model.  To keep the model

simple, I decided to use flow data.  Though the U.S. Geological Survey flow data is very

accurate, there are few stations close to the marinas of concern (USGS 2003).  Based on previous

literature findings, I estimated flow for marinas depending on their tide conditions.  Tidal areas

near inlets have higher flushing than regular tidal or wind driven areas (Table 3).  The actual

flow values were reduced in order to account for environmental variation and incomplete mixing

of water bodies.  New York assumes either a 304 ft/hr or 608 ft/hr flow rate depending on the

site location, but assumes no flow in enclosed areas.  I chose to include a very low flow term for

enclosed marinas.

Figure 4.  Eastern North Carolina

Table 3. Flow Assumptions

Type of Flow Flow (ft/hr)
Tidal – high flushing 1181
Tidal – low flushing 591
Wind driven 118
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Enclosed area 12
The flow information is used to calculate the dilutions of the marina waters in one day.  A 16-

hour day is used to account for slack tides.  There are usually 4 slack tides lasting approximately

30 minutes each.  Although this results in a 22-hour day, I assumed a 16-hour day in order to be

conservative since flows increase to a maximum and then decrease to the next slack tide.

Marina Examples

Components of many state formulas were used to develop the final North Carolina

formula.  I chose three states to compare different marina conditions:  Florida, since they use

conservative assumptions; New Jersey, which has liberal loading assumptions if no occupancy

data are available; and South Carolina, because they assume a percent discharge, and their

closure is a length rather than a radius as found in Florida and New Jersey.  I calculated a closure

area for each marina using the different state formulas for comparison.

In an attempt to capture large, medium, and small closure areas, I used different marina

conditions.  Six marinas were chosen keeping the following conditions in mind:  1) size (number

of boats), 2) closed or open, 3) shallow or deep, 4) commercial or residential, and 5) tidal or

wind driven (Table 4).  The distinction between the size of marinas was used since more boats

increase the chances of discharging fecal matter.  Closed systems have less flushing than open

ones, so it is expected that their closure will be larger since the bacteria is not diluted.  Although

the current may spread out the bacteria, it also dilutes it so the closure is smaller though it may

be elongated in the direction of flow.  Shallow marinas are assumed to have larger closure areas

since there is less depth for mixing.  Commercial marinas are thought to have increased

discharge, because boat owners usually sleep on their boats, making the probability that they

discharge higher than residential marinas, where the owners mainly sleep in their local homes.

Finally, winds and tides result in different dilutions since wind driven tides have a lower flow

(Geyer 1997).  Other parameters used in the formula calculations are included in Appendix B

and the six marina maps are in Appendix C.
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Table 4.  Example Marina Information

Marina Size System Development Depth Flow
1.  Island Harbor Medium Open Commercial Shallow High tidal
2.  Sand Dollar Shores Small Open Residential Deep Tidal
3.  Jordan Creek Medium Open Residential Medium Wind
4.  Inlet Watch Large Closed Commercial Deep Tidal
5.  Beacons Reach Large Closed Residential Medium Enclosed
6.  Heritage Point Small Closed Residential Shallow Enclosed

        States report their closure boundaries using area, volume, radius from the shore, or length

away from the docks.  I chose to use length in open systems because North Carolina currently

uses a length closure.  For a closed system, the length method may not be sufficient to capture

the area required so the recommended formula is site specific, using ArcView to estimate the

area and the shape of the closure.  Florida and New Jersey use a radius to make a half circle

closure, but North Carolina believes a circular shape is difficult to enforce.  For closed systems,

they either close the area inside the mouth for small marinas or start the radius from the mouth

for large marinas.

Finally, sensitivity analysis for scenarios not found in the example marinas was

conducted to make sure that the results were logical.  This analysis was done by changing one

parameter at a time and calculating the resulting closure area.

Comparison with FDA Inspection

The FDA inspections are performed annually and random marinas are chosen for the

evaluation.  Although the FDA representative uses a conservative formula, the current North

Carolina method, which has one of the smallest closure areas as compared to the other states

examined, has been accepted by the FDA in the past.  Acceptance is due to the fact that the FDA

inspections consider live aboards or more accurate boat occupancy data obtained from the

marina manager.
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RESULTS

The recommended formula for an open system marina assumes a square closure

determined by extending the length from the farthest extents of the docks in all directions.  In

contrast, for a closed system marina, the shape of the closure is determined by using ArcView

and the calculated area.  For permitting new marinas where the number of boats and summer

usage values are undetermined, the regulators should assume a 75% slip and boat occupancy.

The closures can be adjusted once the marina is operating.

2
ftin  area

    (ft)Length 

)Di)(ftin depth water )(mL/ft mL)(28,329 FC/100 (14
(Ds) (O) (D) (P) (B)

    )(ft Area

2

3
2

=

=

Where:
B  =  # of boats with heads
P  =  2 people per boat
D  =  2x109 FC discharge per person per day
O  =  summer occupancy (#)
Ds  =  assumed discharge (%)
Di  =  dilutions per day
          Where:  dilutions per hour  =  (channel width in ft) / (flow rate in ft/hr)
                        dilutions per day  =  (16 hours/day) / (dilutions per hour)

By comparing the other three state closure area requirements, it is evident that the

recommended North Carolina formula is the least conservative (Table 5).  This is mainly due to

the fact that more realistic parameters were used, and that flow dilution was considered.  The

largest closures also differ among the states.  In Florida and New Jersey (when no occupancy

data is available), marina 1 and 6 have the largest closures since these marinas have a lot of boat

slips.  However, although the marinas have 150 and 111 slips respectively, at the time of the

sanitary survey, only 28 and 10 of the slips were occupied.  The assumed occupancy of all slips

in the formula suggests the closure is larger than necessary.  Marina 4 has more slips than marina

6, but the closure area is smaller in marina 4 because the surrounding water is deeper allowing

for vertical mixing.  Marina 2 has the smallest closure due to the low number of slips.  When

occupancy data is available, the New Jersey closures differ considerably since the assumed 50%

slip occupancy and 50% boat occupancy are no longer used.  Instead, the slip occupancy
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(number of boats / number of slips), and boat occupancy (summer occupancy from sanitary

survey) are multiplied by the number of slips.  For example, in marina 1, only 28 out of the 150

slips are occupied and the summer boat occupancy is 90%.  Thus, (28 / 150)(0.9) = 0.168 which

is then multiplied by the number of slips resulting in an occupancy of 25.2%.  In this case,

marina 5 has the largest closure since 80 out of the 87 slips are occupied.

In South Carolina, marina 5 also has the largest closure area mainly because the formula

uses the number of boats, and marina 5 has the most boats.  Marina 4 has approximately the

same number of boats as marina 5; however, marina 4 is deeper resulting in a smaller closure.

Marina 2 has the smallest closure because it has the least amount of boats.

Finally, marinas 3, 4, and 5 have the largest closure areas based on the recommended

North Carolina formula.  A possible explanation is that all three have low dilutions per day.

Marina 6 actually has a lower dilution than marina 5, but marina 6 only has a 50% summer boat

occupancy compared to the 89% for marina 5.  Therefore, the loading rate (numerator) is smaller

for marina 6, resulting in a smaller closure.  In the case of marina 5, the dilution overshadows the

effect of depth; marina 5 is very deep yet has a large closure.  Also, it appears that the type of

development does not play a significant role in marina 5.  Marina 2 has the smallest closure

because it has the most dilutions per day, very few boats, and it is relatively deep.

Table 5.  Comparison of Closure Area (ft2)

Real Marina Examples
State 1  2 3 4 5 6

Florida 30,270,619 1,441,458 6,726,804 6,614,691 8,778,480 37,333,764
New Jersey1

7,563,555 360,169 1,680,790 1,652,777 2,193,431 9,328,384
New Jersey2

5,082,709 461,017 5,109,601 3,530,331 7,176,906 1,679,109
South Carolina 2,825,253 288,291 1,597,613 1,961,981 4,036,075 840,849
North Carolina4

619,339 16,688 1,372,324 1,494,349 1,101,976 311,323
FDA3

11,301,031 1,153,166 6,390,464 7,847,938 16,144,330 3,363,402

Note(s):
1  Assuming slip and boat occupancy data is not available.
2  Assuming slip and boat occupancy data is available.
3  Usually, this number is less because the FDA only looks at live aboards or more accurate
occupancy data.
4  Recommended formula.
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Although the North Carolina closure areas are substantially less compared to the other

three states, personal conversations with the Virginia (Croonenberg 2003) and New York (Lewis

2003) shellfish managers about examples of similar marinas in their state waters, revealed that

their closure areas are similar if not less than the recommended formula.  A lot of the input data

required for the two state methods was unavailable in North Carolina, so Virginia and New York

were not included in the evaluation.

The FDA closure areas are larger than the North Carolina ones, but the FDA inspector

uses accurate boat occupancy data on marina visits, which are usually less than those reported on

the sanitary surveys.  Also, the current North Carolina closure lengths are similar to the

recommended formula (Table 6).  Since the current North Carolina method has been approved

by the FDA, the recommended formula should also be acceptable.  The recommended formula

more accurately captures the actual conditions and has a scientific basis.  The current and

recommended North Carolina closures are more similar than those compared with other states.

Comparing the recommended to the current methods, the closures are larger in some cases and

smaller in others.  The biggest difference in closure values occurs in marina 3.  The difference

can be explained because despite the fact that marina 3 has a small number of boats, the dilutions

per day are low causing a large closure for the recommended formula.  Both the current and

recommended North Carolina methods identify marina 4 as having the largest closure.  Based on

the current method, the closure is large because the marina is in a closed system and has a lot of

boat slips.  Using the recommended formula, the closure is large because the marina is

commercial, has a lot of boats, and a low dilution.  Although marina 5 has more boats and is

shallower than marina 4, the closure is smaller because it has a lower assumed discharge rate.

Table 6.  Comparison of North Carolina Closure Length (ft)

Real Marina Examples
Method 1  2 3 4 5 6

Current 250 200 150 450 400 450
Recommended 400 70 590 620 530 280

The results of the comparative analysis of the closure methods demonstrate, that by

simply using a lower occupancy, which is consistent with actual usage, and incorporating flow

dilution closures are significantly reduced.  Although the recommended formula still uses
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assumptions, they are conservative enough to capture the worst case scenarios or slight changes

in marina conditions.  For example, although transient boats are not considered, the high summer

occupancy rate used year round will account for these circumstances.
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CONCLUSIONS

Recommendations

The most accurate closure would consider all the fecal coliform sources in a marina, and

would include conditions such as bacteria die off in setting the closure boundary.  A fate and

transport model similar to the one used in Virginia is a start, but it does not consider other

bacterial sources.  The reason such a model has not been seriously considered by the FDA is

because a lot of data would be required.  In addition, many governmental sectors would be

involved and there is still a lot of uncertainty in the science.  For example, to incorporate all the

sources at a marina the following information would be required:  the soil type if the houses near

a marina were on septic systems, percent impervious surface, number of domestic animals,

approximate wildlife density, the occupancy and use of the boats, and the relative contribution to

the fecal coliform levels by each source.  In North Carolina, this integrated option would require

cooperation among local governments, the Wildlife Commission, DWC, DEH, homeowners, and

land use planners.  In a perfect world, this method could be extended to other areas that have

similar land use practices with potential fecal coliform input, such as smaller docking facilities or

residential areas with high impervious cover.

The recommended formula is appropriate and sufficient for North Carolina’s purposes.

However, there are some issues about the data used that need to be addressed.  The water

sampler should record depth for each marina at high and low tide so an average depth can be

calculated.  Additionally, all samplers must measure water depth at the same location in a

marina, since the water by the shore is usually shallower than at the farthest boat slip towards the

middle of the channel.  The water sampler should also measure flow for each site over a year, to

calculate a more accurate dilution term.  However, all the average flow data should be reduced

by a certain proportion for every site to account for incomplete mixing (partial stratification) and

variable environmental conditions.

  The sanitary surveyor should ask the marina managers to keep more accurate records of

boat occupancy on a busy summer weekend.  Since the winter occupancy is so much lower than

the summer (resulting in smaller closures), it would be beneficial to set the closures based on

season.  However, season closures cause problems in implementation and enforcement.  The idea
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of averaging the season occupancies is also not a good idea, because it does not consider the

worst case scenario in the summer.  Using summer closure areas is most protective of human

health.

The assumed discharge rate at residential and commercial marinas can be better estimated

by conducting a more thorough survey.  Including the presence or absence of on-land toilet

facilities in the assumed discharge rate could also be considered as is done in New York, but

more surveys would need to be conducted to help with the assumptions.  Though this formula is

mainly concerned with boat discharge, impervious surface in these marinas can also be

considered.  In some cases, residential marinas may have more impervious surface leading to

higher fecal coliform loading and larger closures than a commercial development.

Finally, ground truthing for the different marinas is recommended to confirm the

modeled findings, since formulas do not always accurately depict real conditions.  Ground

truthing can be performed by either taking water samples at different distances from the marinas

or using a dye dilution study.  With the help of the FDA, Connecticut conducted a dye test using

the Turner Designs fluorometer (Romick 2003).

Feasibility of Implementation

A successful policy change is one that is feasible in the current governance structure, and

can be incorporated with ease.  North Carolina is one of the only states not using some sort of

formula to set their closures, and as development stresses increase potentially causing conflicts

with regulators, the need for a new formula is apparent.  Though there may not be enough

funding and resources to address all the recommendations mentioned above, the formula can be

adopted now with the knowledge that, as in many other states, formula development is an

iterative process and will change with improved data.  The staff at SSS seem hopeful and willing

to use the recommended formula once it is approved.

Use of the formula should be fairly straightforward, since only 64 different marina

parameters need to be gathered and entered into the Excel spreadsheet.  All the conditional

statements and formulas are in place so this process will take little time.  Also, since a length of

closure will be used for open systems, setting the closures should be easy as the SSS staff already

use a similar method.  The only change will be for closed systems, or other scenarios such as
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presence of a jetty next to the marina, where the staff will have to estimate the area using

ArcView, since the length method may cause overlap with the land.

Initially, some work will be needed to get the new maps out to the shellfishermen, and to

coordinate with DMF.  Since some of the closures may be larger for certain marinas, there may

be opposition from the local shellfishermen and this concern will need to be addressed further.

Additionally, since the new formula will apply to permitting new marinas or additions in

approved waters, the marina developers may also resist this change.  Although there may be a

transition period for the affected stakeholders, the recommended formula is necessary and

technically defensible.
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